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Signs are one of the best tool used for depicting a meaning or conveying a message to the masses.
Used in variety of purposes these signs are handy and can easily be used at any point of time.
campaign signs are most important especially in field of politics due to the exposure gained in
conveying a message to the masses. Prominently displayed in significant location these signs are
effective in successful marketing as well as promoting advertisements. These signs increase the
impact on people depending on the color, design and the purpose used for.

Before planting a sign, it must be remembered that certain rules and legislations must be followed in
compliance with the government laws and regulations. It is illegal to place these campaign sings on
roadside trees or telephone poles or on other objects which are liable to obstruct the view of flowing
traffic. Moreover, special permission must be obtained from the owner if posting campaign signs on
a privately owned property..

Posting these campaign signs can be done in not more than 90 days in advance before an election,
if used for political reasons and must be removed within 10 days on completion of the elections.
Most important of all before placing a campaign signs in side of incorporated city limits it is
necessary to check with the city for applicable ordinances..

Placing campaign signs and gaining the vote of majority is the prime motive of every politician but
care and precaution must be taken while conveying a message to the public so that it does not
hamper the vision of driving traffic or creates any obstruction or hindrance to the local people. In one
way, campaign signs enhance your possibility in gaining more votes but on the other way, wrongly
placing it can adversely affect your results in elections.
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 - About Author:
For more information on a campaign signs, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a  campaign signs !
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